A Case Study

Temporary Roadway

Project Details

Temporary car parking and roadway

Client Details

Event in Czech Republic

Contractor Details

Own contractors

EcoGrid is ideal for temporary parking and temporary
roadways due to its very nature. Each grid is only
330mm x 330mm, however when the grids are
locked together in section, they stay together until
such time as you want to separate them.
EcoGrid comes on a pallet preassembled in 1.33
square metre sections, it is a one man task to lift off
the section from the pallet, place it on the ground,
lift off another and click swiftly and securely in place.
One man can lay up to 100 square metres in an
hour therefore for temporary parking or temporary
roadways; fitting time is not the problem.
Most of our clients that have contracts to install temporary parking or temporary roadways will have either a
flat deck Transit van or a flat decked 7.5 tonne vehicle. In this case, they will be able to disassemble the EcoGrid
sections in larger sheets of (for example) 4 square metres so that transportation and subsequent installation is even
swifter and simpler in the future. Many examples of the use of EcoGrid can be given from the school that needs
to park cars on the playing fields without any long term damage; whilst commercial vehicles use the car park for
building works to the event organisers, who have been given access across a field with the provision that the field is
returned to the same state after. For temporary parking and temporary roadways, EcoGrid has no rival. Available in
four different sizes, each pertaining to load bearing requirements, the grids can be filled or left unfilled dependent
upon the required ease of disassembly.
No need for clips, pins, or bolts; the patented locking
system for EcoGrid makes assembly the easiest thing
in the world, dismantling of a site is also easy.
By placing a round bar under the leading edge of
the grids and walking firmly on the raised edge; the
grids clip apart without damage, ready for the next
use. Free draining, cost-effective, strong and made
from completely recycled materials… What better
product is on the market for your temporary parking
or temporary roadway?
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